
Villarreal Law Firm, a Leading Team of
Trucking Accident Attorneys in Brownsville,
Announces Update to Information Page

The law firm specializes in personal injury

claims for accidents of all types and is

based in Brownsville, Texas.

BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS, USA, November

26, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

Villarreal Law Firm a team of best-in-

class personal injury lawyers working

in Brownsville, Texas, and surrounding areas in Cameron County, is proud to announce a new

update to their information page on trucking accidents. The new pages helps those who are

unfortunately the victims of a trucking accident use the Internet to learn the basics about how to

find the best trucking accident lawyer in Brownsville and the Rio Grande Valley for their needs.

Trucking accidents are the

nightmare scenario for

many individual drivers.”

Javier Villarreal

Truck accident in Brownsville, Texas “Trucking accidents are

the nightmare scenario for many individual drivers,”

explained attorney Javier Villarreal, a managing partner at

the Villarreal law firm. “The size differential between a car

and a truck, however isn’t just about weight. Most trucking

companies have large insurance policies and those

insurers fight tooth-and-nail to defend their client’s interests against those who suffer injuries in

a trucking accident.”

The newly updated information page can be found at https://jvlawfirm.net/practice-

areas/trucking-accidents/. There, the consumer can educate him or herself about trucking

accidents. They can also take the first steps towards potentially engaging an attorney to

represent their interests.  It should be noted that the firm has bolstered their content on

trucking accidents over recent months and weeks by creating many laser-focused posts on

specific trucking accident needs. For example, a new post can be found at

https://jvlawfirm.net/if-you-have-been-in-a-truck-wreck-you-need-the-services-of-a-specialist-

attorney/.  The post explains that, first, truck wrecks happen all the time in Cameron County.

Since the city is “on the border between Texas and Mexico,” it has a lot of truck traffic coming into

and leaving the United States. Mexico is a huge trading partner not just for Texas but for all of
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North America, and it takes a lot of trucks going both ways. If a person has been in a truck wreck,

then that person deserves aggressive lawyer representation, one that “knows trucks”.

As a truck wreck lawyer in Cameron County, Javier Villarreal aims to be the best attorney he can

be one client at a time. The law firm specializes in personal injury claims for accidents of all types

– slip and fall, car wrecks, animal attacks, boat accidents, construction accidents, and more – but

above all, truck wrecks.

The problem with a truck wreck in Texas is that trucks are just so big and heavy. They can cause a

massive amount of damage.

WHAT TO DO AFTER A TRUCKING ACCIDENT

Here is background on this release. Truck accidents are an realistic fact of life in and around

Brownsville, Texas. Indeed, the highway and roads in and around Harlingen are especially

treacherous due to the heavy traffic in and around the airport. A truck wreck is not only

dangerous, however. After the wreck, the trucking accident insurance companies will fight tooth-

and-nail to defend the rights of their customer (the trucking company) and thus minimize any

payout to the persons injured in the wreck. To this end, the savvy consumer will research the

best trucking lawyers in Brownsville, Harlingen, and all of Cameron county and then reach out

for an initial consultation. Whether or not they decide to engage with a particular attorney is not

the issue. The issues is that they get educated about how the process works and the benefits of

finding a best-in-class trucking accident attorney to represent them.

ABOUT THE VILLARREAL LAW FIRM

The law firm of Javier Villarreal offers a team of attorneys, considered among the best personal

injury attorneys near Harlingen, Texas, and surrounding cities in Cameron County. Whether a

person is looking for an auto or car accident attorney, a lawyer with broad experience in trucking

accidents and litigation (including 18 wheelers), or a lawyer for injuries that resulted from a

motorcycle, boating, or other forms of accidents (including slip and fall), the Villarreal team of

attorneys can help. The attorneys fight for client rights throughout Cameron County – and are

known as the top personal injury lawyers in Brownsville and Harlingen, from Los Fresnos to San

Benito, and in all of South Padre Island.
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